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The incredible
Stanley Baran

affulr4j
Drummer
James
Nobriga
keeps the
tempo going
for the
Spartan band
during a basketball game
against
California
State
University,
Fullerton in
the Event
Center. The
SJSU pep
band witnessed the
entirety of the
Spartan Big
West championship season, from the
early losses to
the excitement of the
NCAA
Tournament.
For more pictures of the
band in
action, please
see Thick &
Thin, page 4.
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Theater arts

By Russell Hall
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

rnent as well as the department
of theater arts its a whole.
"Usually the terns of- chair is
four years, but Baran did such a
good job we gave him another
term, said Mike Adams, head
advisor for KSJS.
Shortly after he came to
SJS1 in 1986, Baran made it a
pnrir in to improve station operations .st K.9.S. He appointed
Ad,sins as advisor to KSJS, and
ratty television and film professor Kim Massey as dire( nit of finances at the station.
Baran was largely respinsible for getting the money
for a new transmitter and studios.
"Baran took an early interest in KSJS, put a lot of
work into it and supported me the whole way," Adams
said.
Among being the chairman of theater arts, Baran
also keeps busy writing books and articles on media

chairman
selected
President’s
Scholar

Selected as the
1995-96
President’s Scholar, one of the
two highest honors paid to faculty members each year, perhaps
no words can do a thorough job
in describing Stanley Baran as
those said by Jack Crane, dean of
the College of Humanities and
the Arts.
In his nomination letter to the
President’s Scholar Selection Committee, Crane said:
It is incredible to me that he has become and
remains so forceful and influential a scholar despite
shouldering the burdens of his chairpersonship."
Baran is currently the chairman of the department
of theater arts and has been for nine of the ten years
he has been on staff at SJSU. Receiving his bachelor’s
degree in radio, television and film at the University
of Massachusetts, Baran has been very instrumental in
improving the SJSU radio, television and film depart-

See Incredible, page 4

Telling the homeless story
Group of I 0 shares the down-and-out experience
By Dustin Shekell
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

A humble man from Alaska
moved to San Jose two years ago in
search of a successful cooking
career, and like many people who
converge into this area, he was
unable to find a job capable of
supplying the money necessary to
pay Silicon Valley’s exorbitant rent
costs.
He currently works two jobs and
sleeps under a bridge.
This down and out man was one

of ID lionielesti people %lir, it
their story in the Student I ri ion’s
Almaden Room in front sit about
forty sympathetic students, Friday
afternoon.
"These homeless people are not
lazy and drunk like most people
think," Scott Wagers, SJSU graduate and program director of the
Community Homeless Alliance,
said. "They are people, just like
you and me, who simply can’t
afford the median price of housing in Santa Clara County."

iiinty
Housing puts in tins
he
are the fourth highest ii
nation, Wagers said, forcing many
people to begin a fruitless search
for affordable housing. The government of San Jose has done little
to help the plight of these people.
beside building warehouse type
shelters that pack-in and demoralize the homeless. forcing them to
permanently rely on the city for
help. he said.
In 1992, Vs’ages s 1.as one of the
See Story, page 4
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Barbecue politics
Area candidates meet the public at radio station’s town hall gathering
he was retiring early to run for office. 1 have rust held
public office before and I am not a closet lawyer," said

By Francis Ladines
Spartan Daily Staff Writrr

Amid the smell of charcoal, barbecue and beer,
Independent presidential candidate, Charles
presidential, congressional and state assembly candidates made themselves available to voters in the mod- Collins, also received generous applause by the end of
his speech. Disaffected by President Bill Clinton and
est surroundings of a warehouse.
A town hall meeting sponsored by San Francisco Bob Dole, he hoped to build a coalition with Pat
radio station KSFO brought candidates to an elec- Buchanan, Alan Keyes and other presidential canditronic surplus warehouse in Milpitas Thursday night. dates.
We have some of the best minds in the nation to
Forty candidates were scheduled to attend.
The atmosphere was informal, yet festive at Curtis give your country back," said Collins.
Alan Keyes supporters had a
Trading Company, located in the
table and a representative for
middle of an industrial park. It
Bur hanm asked the audience to
carried the ambiance similar to a
return March 23, when Buchanan
party held in someone’s garage.
will
speak at Curtis Trading
The warehouse’s walls of bare dry
Company.
wall and floor of concrete were
While candidates for represcantly adorned. People and cansentatives as far as Oakland and
didates sat in the plastic chairs.
Santa Cruz were present, districts
But with free food and chance fisr
in San Jose were not well reprepeople to exchange ideas with
sented.
politicians, the crowd was loud
Dave Cortese, a democrat
and enthusiastic.
running for the 23rd a.ssembly dis"The first purpose is to eat and
trict, was one of the few San Jose
have a good time, right?," joked
area candidates available. Cortese
Geoff Metcalf, radio personality
Geoff Metcalf
himself was not present, but his
from KSFO who moderated the
moderator
campaign manager, David Rocha
event. "The second is to meet the
had
a table. Talking to constituents
candidates."
and passing out literature, he
He said it was a good opportubelieves all the local candidates
nity for people to see who was runwere invited, some just did not
ning, hear their agendas and to
chose to attend.
ask them questions.
"Any kind of forum is good.
Due to time concerns, only candidates for congress were allowed to give brief speech- It is hard to meet them (the can(lidates)," said Rocha.
But mane people who came to the event were disapes. State assembly, city and judgeship candidates were
given tables manned by themselves or supporters to ix tinted.
Jason, an attendee from Milpitas c(mld mit find any
talk to their constituents.
from his district or anyone he would
Chuck W6islaw, republican nominee for the 16th representatives
to vote for in rungs essional and presidential
congressional district, received some of the loudest like
races. Jason said the main reason why he faille was "to
applause. I’ll tell you a few things about Chuck the
share their
person, Chuck the professional and Chuck the politi- SVC if there was a candidate here that I can
opinion and support in the primaries in November.
cian," he said. A San Jose resident for 28 years, he
Bui what 1 b mud wasn’t useful for me. I have a pamworked as an electrical engineer and is a tenured proI can’t vote for."
phlet here from
fessor of electronics manufacturing at SJSU. He said

64

The first
purpose is to eat
and have a good
time, right? The
second is to meet
the candidates.

,9

Larry Stukenholtz conducts the Mater Dei High
School Concert Choir during a practice on the

PI1010 isv 1.1A TAritlf1.1.(1 SPAR! Vs I u.nI 1
SJSU campus in preparation for an invitational
performance at the Performing Arts Center.

Project pedals to help children
By Shane la.wks
Spartan Daily Siff Writer
To passersbys dits mg
down 10th Street at nearly
three in the morning last
Thursday, the scene was a
bizarre one.
In front of the Kappa
Delta Sorority house, outside in the cold air, half a
dozen students were laving
on a couch tinder blankets,
and
"Dazed
watching
Contused" on a television
set, while two women pedaled on exercise hikes set up
on the front porch.
It was all part of the "12th
Annual Shanmsck Project."
a charity drive involving all
exercise bike pedalathon

64
We like to he involved in the
community. We like to try and help
out our community as much as we
can.
Nleghan Wide%
Shamrock Prorci chairwornan

Low-cost computers

Future of athletics

The Rev. Jessie Jackson
is organizing a protest
of this years Academy
Awards because of a
nearly total absence of
African-American
nominees.

Japan this month will
get a simpler, lower-cost
computer for playing
games and going on-line
with the Pippin Atrnark
from Apple Computers.

San Jose State University
Athletic Director, Tom
Brennan, talks about the
future of the Spartans, as
SJSU becomes a new
member of the Western
Athletic Conference.
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OPINION

Monday, March 18, 1996

San Jose State University

Editorial

WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE PRESIDENT?

Students need to take the time to vote
n the AS. elections Wednesday and Thursday of last
week, 1,885 people voted.
Doesn’t sound too bad? Then
compare that number with the
population of the university
approximately 26,000. That’s
only 7.25 percent. And that’s sad.
Perhaps the reason no one
voted is that no one cares.
Nothing controversial enough
on the ’ballot? Your vote doesn’t
count anrvay?
If members of the so-called
Generation X have this attitude,
then your vote really doesn’t
count. Compared to the Baby
Boomers and their children’s
generation, Generation X is
extremely small. Which means
that those between the ages of 18
and 30 will have to make a special effort to vote in national elec-

Is -this
an eaquestion, or

MAh2,VIIS
to. a4vot
,,,b
Jos ellarleid casto

Fees are too high.
But did you
ever write your
representative?
tions.
True, the A.S. election may not
affect your social security. But, if
the trend of only 7.25 percent of
eligible voters turn out, this will
have dire effects on our future.
Yes, we know this is a much
belabored topic. And we know
that you have heard this all
before. But it is quite obviously
not sinking in if there has been
two days of voting, and more

Public-minded media
ongoing debate about the news media’s
The
bias is exhausting. I have been reading into
Usenet newsgroups like altjournalism from
my computer terminal for a couple of years now as
conservatives blast the press for their liberal bias
because coverage is not tailored to the conservative
sociopolitical belief system.
Their voices have begun to be heard. Or is it the
other way around? Critics argue that the ownership
of the media alone by corporate multinationals
clearly indicts them with a heavy case of conflict of
interest. I agree.
The scope of the news media and sources cited
leans heavily to the right, and any commitment to
the public which might be abrasive to conservative
dogma gets labeled as liberal," leading to the
right’s claim of a biased press.
This vicious cycle of the media feeding the public from their own self-serving enterprise has bitten
tis4n the behind. The rise of conseryativism can be
directly traced to the incessant conservative ideolojo. reinforcements which plague every story
through narrow sourcing, for example, from the
business page to the front page. And television is
even more repulsive as it competes for market
share with the "infotainment" industry. The public
is crying out by ending subscriptions, turning off
the evening news while the alternative press and
media are flourishing. It’s our turn, and now is the
time and the place.
Well, actually it was Feb. 29 through March 2,
and it was held in San Francisco. It was called the
Media and Democracy Congress and it was founded by the Institute for Alternative Journalism.
The charter states: "The goals of the Media and
Democracy Congress include: strengthening independent and public interest journalism and developing models for its economic viability; protecting
the nght to freedom of expression and responding
to attempts to limit it; developing new models of
collaboration among radio, TV, print and on-line
media; reaching wider audiences; facilitating communication between activists and journalists;

understanding and responding to the threat from
the far right; grappling with new technology and its
impact on how we use information; working
together to build a potent public media for the
21st century."
The Congress was justly named because it drafted an Information Bill of Rights to acknowledge
the need for public-minded media and establish
the goals for change.
The preamble states: "Despite the sheer volume
of today’s media culture, we see before us a greater
concentration of the resources necessary to produce and distribute information in the hands of
the privileged few. The result is a loss of diversity,
quality, accountability, and local voices. Despite the
democratic tradition of maintaining
checks and balances against
centralized power, we see the
erosion of the regulatory
policies necessary to hold
our increasingly corporate
media
infrastructure
accountable to the public
good."
Public-minded
media.
What a novel idea. Not really
our country was
founded on the idea of a
free, independent press
and given the powers of
free speech guaranteed by
the First Amendment.
The Congress charted out
the future of the
entire media by
acknowledging
themselves as a
potent force to be
reckoned with. It
brought together editors,
journalists,
producers,
activists and media-makers to
San Francisco for the first meeting of a hard working, fragmented sector of the
media to counter the concentration of mass media.

If you feel left out by the mainstream media, you
have a new force to join. Even though the historic
and first Media and Democracy Congress has
passed, its charter lives on in an empowered force
of public journalists and media professionals. And
you can see the pages and hear the audio of the
proceedings on-line. (The home page for the
Congress
can
be
fnund
at
http://www.alternetorg/ and the RealAudio feed
for multi-cast audio files can be found at
http://www.voyagerco.com/. The Institute for
Alternative journalism and the can be reached at
77 Federal St., San Francisco, Calif. 94107 for further information.
Michael Barton is a Spartan
I)aily Staff Writer.

Letters to the Editor
A.S. has lack of
commitment
As a student who served on the
Instruction and Student Affairs
Committee last semester, and has
twice asked to be considered as a
replacement for a vacant student
position on the Academic Senate, I
read
Lindy
Boisvert’s
article
(Attending A.S., March 14) regarding A. S. attendance, quorums, and
the need for bodies to conduct business, with fascination.
Ms. Bois-vert, I do not fault your
journalism, but may I relate my experiences in this area? On both occasions I was applying for the vacant
position, I dutifully went to the A. S.
office and filled out their forms, and
on both occasions I was told I would
be called for an interview, whereby
the decision would be made as to the
replacement position to last till the
next election. And on neither occa-

sion was I called. The second time
around, I had been serving on the
above committee, with a perfect
attendance record I might add, and
offered to forgo registration for my
spring classes till after the selection
so as not to have a conflict with the
Monday p.m. meetings. I was given a
promise by Marilyn Charell to be
kept infin-med as to the timing of the
decision making so I could register
as soon as possible. Neither Charell
nor anyone in the A. S. office ever
saw fit to extend to me the small
courtesy of calling me when the decision had been made, let alone even
GOING
THROUGH
THE
MOTIONS of actually INTERVIEWING me.
It seems to me that when Denelle
Fedor whines about the lack of commitment from the various board
members, senators, and committee
persons, what she is really whining
about is the lack of commitment
from the people who think, talk, and
act like she, or the A. S. selection

Editors
Executive Editor
Assigning Editor
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Opinion Page Editor
Sports Editor
Supervising Editors
Photo Editor
Chief Photographer
Etc. Editor
Etc. Design Editor
Etc. Photo Editor
Sparta Guide Editor
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Advertising
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John Woo
Blair Whitney

committee expects them to think,
talk, and act.
Bill Harvey
Art and Technology

Make your vote
count
The student elections may be over
but the California 1996 primary is
right around the corner. Before you
head out fin- the fun and frolic of
spring break, remember to obtain an
absentee ballot application if you
have registered to vote. The applications are available all over campus or
check directly with Associated
Students, your student government
located in the Student Union. This
application must be returned no
later than March 19, 1996 at 5:00
p.m. to the elections office.
In California, there will be two
statewide elections. Our spring election, called the "primary," will be
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than 24,000 people couldn’t take
the necessary 10 minutes to go
vote.
Fees are too high. But did you
representative?
your
write
Students have no clout in the the
state legislature. Ever wonder
why?
The effects of voter apathy 4.
beyond not having Taco Bell in
the Student Union. They go up
to educational costs; whether our
generation will have any money
to retire on, and issues of medial
care.
People between the ages of 18
and 30 should start caring more
about issues. Because if you think
the government doesn’t listen to
you now, wait until politicians get
wind of just how apathetic this
generation is. And get even less
attention in the future.

Letter

Our country was founded on the idea of a free, independent press ...

By Michael Barton

SPARTAN DAILY

held on March 26. The fall election
is held in November. In all elections
you may vote by mail if you request
an absentee ballot application. From
my own personal experience, voting
by mail makes the election process
easy, accessible and with no excuse
not to vote.
This year we will elect a president,
U.S. representatives, California senate and assembly representatives,
and ballot measures on issues. If this
is the first time you will vote in an
election, just know you don’t have to
vote on everything. Choose the
things that interest you and learn
more about them.
Make your vote count! Make it
easy! Vote by mail!
Marilyn Charell, President
Associated Students

Society’s messes
Our modern culture is very efficient, sometimes too effident. Sometimes we have a tendency to fix problems before
they happen. Many of our problems simply need to be cleaned
up. For example, we don’t need laws to prevent children from
messing their diapers, we simply need to clean them up.
Untimely pregnancies are another type of problem that need
cleaning up.
While doing a research project I came across one of those
strange sounding statistics that seems to defy logic: ’The
Netherlands, with Europe’s most liberal abortion law, has an
annual abortion rate of five abortions for every 1,000 women
... Western Europe (has an) average of 14. The United States
in 1991 had 26 abortions per 1,000 women. In Latin America,
where abortion is largely illegal, the rate is between 30 and 60
per 1,000 (State of World Population by the United Nations
Population Fund, 1995)." In other words, harsher laws are positively related to higher rates of abortion.
Obviously these two variables are related, that is, laws against
abortion and frequency of abortion. If we assume the antiabortion laws are the cause and the frequency of abortion is
the effect, then we arrive at the conclusion that stricter laws
are causing an increase in the frequency of abortion. But, that
seems to make no sense because laws are supposed to have a
deterrence quality. The deterrence quality should make the
statistics go the other way stronger laws should make for less
frequent abortions. But, that’s not what the statistics say.
So, maybe the frequency of abortions are the cause and the
laws the effect. If that’s the case, then we ar,rive at the conclusion that the more people have abortions, the harsher- the laws
will be against abortion. But, that’s not quite right either
because that would seem to say that anti-abortion laws are
enacted after the fact of abortion frequency. That’s fine if what
we want to do is to punish would-be mothers, but not so fine if
what we want is to decrease abortions. Reaching an impasse in
logic, I turned to my girlfriend to help solve the riddle.
"Maybe those countries with fewer abortions take care of
their mothers and babies better than those countries with
higher abortions," she said.
"Right, I get it," I said. "Women who know they are going to
be taken care of and who know that their babies will be taken
care of are less likely to seek abortions."
Now, when we take into account the taking-care-of-theneedy factor, our statistics make a little more sense. Women
who are not afraid of living on the streets and having to forgo
an education or job training program are more likely to have
their babies. And, if countries that put their resources into
helping pregnant mothers are less likely to spend money on
prosecuting their doctors and mothers, then our statistics
make perfect sense. If the above statistics said, ’The
Netherlands, with a high degree of motherhood support have
only five abortions per 1,000 and countries with less motherhood support have higher abortion rates," then we would have
no occasion to wonder. So, if our purpose is to have less abortions, it would seem to be better to put our scarce resources
into education, child care, and prenatal care than into laws
and prisons and police.
All this brings to mind an author I had the nleasure to read
in Dr. McCraw’s political science class: Jose Ortega)/ Gasset.
Ortega wrote a book titled ’Revolt the Masses. Ortega
describes modern man as a creature disposed to "directaction." Direct-action is our predisposition to enact laws and to
seek solutions to problems in their causes to fix problems
before they happen. So, instead of fixing a tire when it goes
flat, a direct-action man would buy a steel belted radial to prevent flats in the first place.
Sometimes we need to relax our direct-action tendencies.
We could enact laws for every conceivable type of misdemeanor but would the cost of living under an authoritarian
state be worth the pay-off of maximum security? I don’t think
so.
So, maybe we are doing right by not enacting laws against
abortion. Maybe we are doing well by taking care of our less
fortunate sisters and their children. And, it follows, that by
helping them to have that baby, they’ll be less inclined to have
a second or third pregnancy. We all fall down sometimes. We
all make mistakes. But, let’s not fall down as a society by ignoring our mothers and their children. We would do better to
clean up societies little messes than to write laws against them.
David Perzinski
Political Science
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Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be:
4put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
once in Dwight Bente! Hail, room 909
*faxed to (402)924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
lose State University, One Washington Square, San lose.
CA 9:1191-0149
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length
1.6111111sMons .at contain the author’s name,
address, phases nuarbas tilitairse end anion
Milberibb sre vela.a by, mai Ns des soassnaas
of Ohs Illyobbi *ay beim not Me laalL
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily meect the vim of the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications at
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Library Donations and
Sales Unit
lictok Sale (donations welome).11) a.m.-2p m.
Wahlquist Library, rm. 408
and (lark Library, lobby.
Call 924-2705.

Today
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meeting. Noon-lp.m.
Administration Bldg., mi. 269
Call 776-0365.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando
St Call 938-1610.
Department of Nutrition
&ood Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
3p.m.-5p.m. Central classroom
Bldg,, rm. 103. Call 924-3110.
Golden Key National
Honors Society
"Preprofessional" conference.
12:30p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe rm., Call 223-8161.
Jewish Student Union
Meeting. 5:30p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe rm.
Call 924-8685.
Re-Entry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Support group for Re-Entry
students. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5950.
Royce Han (affiliation)
Event, ’Bring Your Own
Liquid. We’ll Bring the Pizza."
7p.m. Roe Hall, movie
lounge. Q.1.1 924-6197.
School of Art Jle Design
Student gallery exhibits Andrew Nordin, painting;
The Shrunken Head Man
Club; Everett Taasevegin, 13FA
lion;
exhibit Jean In,
Karen Johnson, installation;
Movement
and ’Measured
The Art of Labor." 1
4p.m. Art Bidg. 0111924-4330.
,v-ft
Student Had* Service
NtmititinWelltiesit Series,
.-s by
update on
Oetici-M
Health

Tai Chi & Wushu Club
Workout. tip.m.-1()p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8074.
Water Polo Club
Practice. 4p.111.-5:301).ni.
Aquatic Center, Call 924-1225.

Tuesday
Building Social Support
General therapy gri
12:30p.m.-2p.m. Adminastration Bldg., on. 201.
Call 924-5910.
Bulwer-Lytton English Club
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3p.m-4p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.

Office of Faculty Affairs,
Sponsored Programs Faculty
Development
Research leaching and Technology Symposium Series,
Metropolitan Networking:
Internet, Students With Disabilities, and the Califirmia
Workforce. 41.m.-tip.M.
Student Union, Czntaxioan
nn. Call 924-2499.
Okinawan Shore Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
mi. 202. Call 924-8759.
School of Art Be Design
Student gallery exhibits.
Andrew Nordin, painting;
The Shrunken Head Man
Club; Everett Taasevegin, BFA
exhibit; Jean ’A, installation;
Karen Johnson, instillation;
and "Measured Movement:
The Art of Labor." 11 am.4p.m. (reception 4p.m.6p.m.). Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando
St. Call 9381610.

School of Art & Design
Iliesday Night Lecture
Series, with Armando Rascon,
artist and co-owner of Terrain
Gallery in San Francisco.
5p.m.6p.m. An Bldg., rm. 133.
Call 924-4330.

Circulo Hispanic
Meeting, with tutoring and
conversations in Spanish.
nt.-3p.m. Student Union,
Council Chambers.
Call 924-8024.

University }bush% Services
’The Victims of Dnnifing and
Driving.’ 6p.m. Dining commons. Call 924-8382.
Mimeses Resource Center
11..n meeting. Ila.m.12:30p.m. Woolen’s Resource
Center, Administration Bldg.,
nn. 217. Call 924-6500.

Nutrition
Se
DerotcreSlcncenie
Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis asdn.& measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
Noon-2p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

Sparta Guide is free and
available to suidenui. two).
tyik staff associations.
Deadline is 5pm two days
before publication. Forms
available as DKR 209.
Entries nor be edicrd to
aro, fiw value Mark:Onus.
-

French Chtb
Film, 1...es Visteurs," with
subtitles (free admission).
7p.m. Sweeney Hall, no. 100.
Call 924-4611.
etetlog for the
put
station.
i..m.HughGillhHall,
18. Cali 924-4547.

Actresses flock for coveted role
Casting call draws
thousands hoping
to portray slain singer
LOS ANGELES tAP) - With
her long, flowing hair and bright
smile, 16-yearold Surray Marfin
wants to be the girl who will bring
cinematic life to the late entertainer Selena.
"What I liked about her most
was her personality," Martin
explained Sunday. "She was a very
open, very happy person. She was
very talented.... I cried when she
died."
The Ontario girl was among
thousands who converged with
their families at Union Station for
a national casting call. Similar
events in San Antonio, Miatni and
Chicago are aimed at finding two
girls to portray Selena in an

Bock, bock!
Russia bans
U.S. chicken
MOS( :OW (AP) - Russia effectively banned American chicken
imports this weekend over complaints that too much of the poultry is contaminated by bacteria.
Minister
Prime
Deputy
Alexander Zaveryukha said the
until
lifted
be
not
ban would
American poultry producers take
steps to eliminate salmonella, a
sometimes deadly bacteria.
"Russia stands and will stand on
principle" behind the suspension
of import licensing. Zaveryukha
said in a meeting with farmers
Saturday in the city of Voronezh.
The suspension was announced
Feb. 16, and the last licenses to
import U.S. chicken expired
Saturday.
U.S. poultry producers say
Russian officials have been
unclear about exactly when the
imp irts would be stopped, indicating recently that the country
might allow chicken tinder the old
ks even alter Salt day.

upcoming !tunic about het lift-.
The popular Tejano singer was
shot to death March 31, 1995, at a
Corpus Christi, Texas, motel by
Yolanda Saldivar, her former fan
club president. Saldivar was convicted of murder and sentenced to
life in prison.
"We’re looking for somebody
that has the charisma that Selena
had," said Gregory Nava, who will
direct the $20 million film for
Warner Bros. "It’s in the smile, in
the eyes."
Producers of the film, scheduled
to begin filming in May, are looking for two actresses- one to play
Selena as a child and a second to
portray the singer from ages 18 to
23. A national MO-number hotline
already has received about 70,0(8)
responses, and sonic 3,000 auditioners showed up at a casting call
in San Antonio, Texas, on
Saturday.

At Union Station, the auditioners handed over photographs and
were rapidly interviewed. Parents
watched from the sidelines.
Many of the Selena hopefuls
copied the singer’s look, with
shirts knotted above the navel,
knee-length boots, and leather
pants and jackets.
Their reasons for auditioning
ranged from devotion to the
singer to hopes of making their
own mark in the celebrity world.
Ruth Arzate, 22, of Hollywood
said her roommate heard an
advertisement and urged her to try
out. "She said, ’Thu better get your
butt down there and get the part
and make a lot of money so I can
be your manager," Arzate said
with a laugh. As for Arzate’s own
opinion of Selena: "I used to work
in a Hispanic ad agency, so I was
familiar with her stuff. She’s pretty
talented."

$$ WE PAY TOP CASH $$
* FOR

OLD/USED COMPUTER MEMORY & CPU’S.

* WE BUY/TRADE-IN/SELL MEMORY FOR
IBM/MAC/SUN.

800-808-8356
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PEOPLE
A Hollywood protest and a new star
Jackson not pleased with Oscar picks
- I he Res.jess
ii ksim
LOS A \
is organizing a pi lest of this year’s \, ademy
Awards bet ause ’it a nearly total airs, ii e of
Atrican-American to minces.
"It doesn’t stand to I t..t14 HI that if you ate hated
to the back of the bus, situ will go to the bus company’s annual picnic and 411 like you’re happy,"
Jackson said Saturday from (lii, ago.
jackson said he will coordinate with several ethnic advin
nips and community leaders on a
Vass-foots protest aimed at the March 25 Oscar
presentations.
Executives of the Academy ot Minion Picture
Arts and Sciences executives pointed out that this
year’s Oscar show is being produced by Quincy
Jones and hosted by Whoopi Goldberg, and
denied any institutional racism.
"The academy is probably the most liberal organization in the country this side of the NAACP,"
said executive director Bruce Davis. "To say that
the academy is discriminating against minorities is
absurdity of the highest level. There must be other
groups that are more in need of Rev. Jackson’s
attention."

Darden speaks out
LOS ANGELES (Al’) - Prosecutor Christopher
Darden says justice suffered at the 0J. Simpson
trial because of’ a judge who lost control of the
courtroom and a defense that cynically played to
the black jurors’ desire for a racial "payback."
"Collectively, we’re all a bunch of failures,"
Darden said in an interview for broadcast Friday
on ABC’s "20/20."
Launching his publicity campaign for his book.
Darden called the trial "a monumental waste of
time and taxpayers’ money" and said Simpson’s
speedy acquittal in October was unfair to Ronald
Goldman and Nicole Brown Simpson.
Darden said there was plenty of blame, starting
at the top. Judge Lance Ito let Simpson’s lawyers
take control, Darden said.
"Johnnie Cochran ran that courtroom, not
Judge Ito," he said. "He surrendered his gael,
essentially. ... The law was being ignored. There
was
judge."
Calk on Friday to Ito and the defense attorneys
weren’t immediately returned.
Darden said he believes the mostly black jury
acquitted Simpson to get even for years of racial
injustice.
"From the very moment I saw that jury, I didn’t
believe we had a snowball’s chance in hell,"
Darden said. "I saw anger in that jury.... I sensed
it’s pas back."
Da Hien also said he wanted to slug Cochran
"with a right cross" after the two black lawyers
deltaic(’ the impat t ot thu iii \ hearing "the nword
"Whit he was sits ing to \It it
\ mericans WaS

that I V.,t, .t
Was a ime tiaitot," Darden
said.
%sas an tiii le Tim,. I wasn’t to be trusted. ...
That’s semi he V.4.% saving."
Darden dismissed defense ant uney Robert
Shapiui us post-verdict apology for injecting race
into tI,, trial.
think that it is way too late, much too late to
down e himself from what eventually occurred in
the coin ttoom. Ile played the race card along with
the rest of them," the prosecutor said.
Darden also suggested with annoyance that
Cochran flirted with prosecutor Marcia Clark. "I
don’t know if they came on to each other. ... But
the manner in which they behaved toward each
other ... 1 thought was inappropriate," he said.
Darden was vague with interviewer Barbara
Walters about his reported romantir involvement
with Clark.
"Was I a hide bit in hat’ with Marcia Clark, ’ he
said. "I don .1 know - love is a scary thing for me.
But 1 care about Marcia Clark. ... We still spend
time together."
As for Simpson, now facing a lawsuit filed by the
victims’ families, Darden portrayed him as a
pathetic figure. Simpson recently called Darden a
punk."
"I wasn’t the guy riding around in the back of a
van crying, with a gun to my head, afraid to pull
the trigger," Darden said. "I don’t Care what O.J.
Simnpst ii thinks of me, and if 0J. Simpson thinks
poorh ot me, then I have to feel like somehow I’m
enhanced by that."

A Stone star joins the Walk of Fame
LOS ANGELES (AP) - "Nixon" director Oliver
Stone, whose controversial films urge viewers to reexamine history, was honored Friday with a star on
tiollywood’s Walk of Fame.
At Stone’s request, the star was placed next to
that ot another direr tot he admired, Alfred
liii, Iii/,,
SItiult*s films, including "Nixon," "JFK" and
"Platoon," have prompted fierce debates over
painful inoinents; in Amen, an history, including
The assassination of President Kennedy and
Nix,ffl’s final days in the White House.
In brief comments to a crowd of about 300 at the
star unveiling, Stone jokingly referred to the strong
responses his movies evoke.
"I was thinking these are the Ides of March. lam
in public. People can get to me, this is a clear shot,
so I’ll be making some short remarks and I’ll be
moving while I speak," he said.
This crowd, however, was friendly. The group
Vietnam Veterans in the Media presented Stone
with a plaque honoring him for his depiction of
veterans in film.
()diet Su me film credits include "Born on the
4th ot hil" :nut "Wall Street.’
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Band played through it all

ABOVE: Members of the San Jose State
University Spartan Pep Band cheer on the basketball team during the final home game of its
Big West championship season. Band members wear their new T-shirts donated to them
by the athletic department. The band hasn’t
had Pep band shirts in six years, according to
band director Scott Pierson. The band accompanied the basketball team to Dallas for the
first round of the NCAA tournament where the
Spartans battled the University of Kentucky in
the Midwest regional before falling, 110-72.
TOP LEFT: Robin Benetti adds her wind to the
rousing music during the game against Cal
State University, Fullerton. Because the Pep
band is not a marching band, members say
they have time to learn a larger repertoire.
LEFT: Tuba-Tuba player J. J. Johnson toots
along. On occasion, the tuba players jump up
and down trying to distract opposing players
attempting free-throws.
PHOTOS BY
R. W. BRADFORD
SPARTAN DAILY

Incredible: Honored chairman balances research writing and responsibilities
.1i Penns% I\ mil., State Univeesit)..
in PSI.) he headed back to the
iiiversity of Massachusetts to get his doctorate in Communication Research.
Baran prefers to study the media’s
impact on society and with his books,
offers facts and criticism of the media.
Crane notes that Baran has a knack for
creating a happy medium in his books for
professionals and lay persons to understand equally.
"I study typical media and try to relate it
from a individual standpoint," Baran said.
Besides the books, Man has also lectured in over 20 countries around the
world and will take off to Germany this

rrom page 1
r cseiac h Bafall is the author or co-author
of six books and numerous articles in
major communication journals. He is
noted as "in the top 3 percent of active
researc hers iii corn mun i cation " by the
joni nal communication education.
Baran teaches two classes in addition to
heatlitig the department but always finds
time to research and write.
"While most people take lunch breaks, I
take writing breaks," Baran said.
The focus of Baran’s writing is media
research, a topic he has been interested in
since ieteiving his master’s degree in jour-

!iI111

it, (it) some work at the Mass
Communication Research Institute in
Munich. He is currently enrolled in a
SJSU Genmm class (his fourth semester of
(’,erman) to prepare him for a trip in
which he will teach and do research.
He is currently working on the second
edition of his media criticism book and is
trying to sell the idea of a people’s media
book to
Baran s writings portray communication
from the U.S. point of view whom he
believes to be the leader in communications.
However, his theories can be related to
other countries as well, hence, they have

eublishers.

Story
From page

1
SJSU students in the now defunct
group
called
the
Student
Homeless Alliance, which was
instrumental in the program to
over take a few of the 1,200 abandoned houses in San Jose, giving
many homeless a place to stay. The
work of the SHA was shown in a
video docurnei nary, Wagers and
fellow students made during the
1992 break-in campaign.
"Why aren’t these empty houses
being used to house the homeless
Wagers asked. "This is a
moral dilemma for us all. The city
has taken Irn,) million of tax pat-

ers money in the past few years to
fund the Fairmont and the
Hilton and the Sharks’ arena, and
at the same time homelessness has
quadrupled."
The homeless community on
hand told the students about
other factors that lead homelessness beside society’s stereotypical
views, which blame the problem
on alcoholism and drug abuse.
"I have a learning disability, so I
can’t compete with the technology
in this area," Jackie, a 43-year-old
homeless man, said. "Society forgot about me, so I am going to
have to do what it takes to survive.

CLUCK U. CHICKEN

21:11:1 I he tlaso..tla. Santa I lora (Next to Safe vt a

2.11 -(’1IT C
.5: Ihm Ttie
II
II

-

)

Whatever it takes, that’s real."
Although in the early 90’s the
student support for the homeless
community was a large. prominent
group of mostly sociology and
social work students, the number
of current SJSU students involved
with homeless has dwindled to a
merely a few members.
’This is a good way to understand what these people are going
through," social work student,
Lakeesha Miller said. "We need to
learn not to be afraid of them,
they just have different living
arrangements than we do."
The CHA is asking anyone concerned with the wellbeing of these
people to volunteer some time or
donate goods to help the cause. If
interested, call Scott Wagers at
(408) 345-2353.
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;(1V diaftN 10:30PM -11PM
$1 charts 11PM- micinite
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Red Hook, Gordon
Biersch t it Sari Adams
and YOU keep the glass!

THURSDAY
ioPm - 2AM
Buy 1 Bites and get
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4tI
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ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS
you are ti,,ili Ii’,. mm n -smoking

and between the ages 12.115,
yii may qualify to pal Ill pate
in .1 reward’ study using ast
um...4:014mA asthma or
allergy meth( ation. You will
receive financial compensation
for you time and effort.
Qualified participants could
earn up to $800
Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research Center
Lit k Ave, Sill,’ !I, San ose
Call

.,-AW4-iSTI 1MA

been ti anslated into odic’ languages
including Chinese and Japanese.
As part of his acceptance speech in the
Student Union today, Baran will touch on
the media’s powerful effect on the public.
The 20-minute presentation will be followed by a champagne reception.
Baran, who steps down from his chair
position after this semester, is proud of the
honor and looks forward to being on the
President’s Scholar Selection Committee
next year (all winners go to committee following year.)
As for next semester, Baran plans to
teach a wider array of classes and continue
doing research and writing. He also plans

to I alh for inore financial support of the
department and for Hugh Gillis Hall,
which was actually condemned five years
ago.
"Dr. Baran has been a good department
chair and has come to expect very high
standards in our department," said Tim
Clayton, a radio, television, and film professor
According to his colleagues, Baran is a
motivated individual who enjoys staying
busy. Baran would probably agree with this
assessment.
"As faculty, we are supposed to have
lives outside teaching," Baran said.

Pedal
From page 1
munity as much as we can.
For 26 hours, the 30 active
members and nine pledges
from the sorority along with
participants from about
twelve fraternities took turns
pedaling on the exerise
bikes. All you can eat barbecue tickets, which allowed
people to eat hamburgers,
salads, chips and sodas, were
sold for $3 and pedalathon
T-shirts were sold for $10.
Organiyers held a raffle splitting the earnings fifty-fifty
between the winner and the
charities.
Rude). said 80 percent of
the money raised will go to
the Santa Clara shelter while
the rest will be given to the
NC:PC:A.
"We chose the Santa Clara
shelter because they’re nearby and some of tne children

get to come by to see our
es ent,"
said
Marie
Rothhauser, vice president of
public relations for Kappa
Delta. "So we know where
our money is going."
The event even caught the
attention of radio station
KWLD 107.7 which visited
the sorority house to see
what was happening. They
broadcast from the event
and
interviewed
those
involved in it.
So far, the approximate
amount of money raised,
according to Julie Ingebo. an
alumna of the sorority, is
$1,200. She said the numbers
are still being tallied and that
more donations are still
being accepted.

AwSaddie Rota
Wednesday Extravaganza
...after 10pm...

No Cover charge
Draft Beer $1.00 / Well Drinks $1.50

Apple
introduces
the Pippin
Japan gets first taste
of Internet machine
I OKYO (AP)
japan this
month will get a simpler, lowercost computer for playing games
and going on-line
and the
device lands on the American
market this summer.
Designed by Apple Computer
Inc., the Pippin Atmark is being
sold by Randai Co. Ltd., the toy
company that makes Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers. It attaches to TVs to play video game CDs
and browse the World Wide Web.
It can also play music CDs.
Though its $620 price is considerably more than video game
machines, it is far less than most
personal computers.
Pippin is a test of whether
Apple can carve out a new market
niche.
Bandai will sell Pippin in the
United States this summer and
Apple is talking to other manufacturers
about
building
the
machine.

$39 contactsib L,w,
$59 glasses (erl I mtvl.,
eye exams ava Ala hi,
call for details and make
your appointment ;it

(408)286-3393
Between Race St and Meridian Ave
2 blocks North of 280
We re on Inc Internet!! http://www.GottaDaoce.com

JCPENNEY’S OPTICAL
MALL
408-238-8160

EASTRIDGE

(bring in this ad before 3-31-96)
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Gymnasts win one, lose one in weekend meets
Coates leads team,
wins all around event
Spartan Daily Staff Report
I he San Jose State Universih. women’s
gym tiastics team collet ted a victory and a
loss during weekend competitions in
Santa Barbara and Fullerton.
The Spartans leaped toward another victory against the University of California,
Santa Barbara and the University of
Calgary in Santa Barbara on Friday.

With
or ihan Au ri aucndam e. the
it tans led most of the events, except for
the %atilt exercise.
SJSU won the competition with a team
score of 189.150. UC Santa Barbara
Gauchos came in second with 186.500,
while Calgary brought up the rear with
111.075.
On Saturday SJSU came up short
192.075-188.725
against
Cal
State
Fullerton.
Against the Gauchos, Bridgett Coates,
who is ranked third in the Big West

led tire 511,11 LAM and the rest
of the field hi winning the all al-ound competition vdth
-tore of 38.450, threeteliths better Mau Spartan teammate Lira
Law. whit ri Hell 38.125.
Hawks rllinstedt, who broke school
records last weekend in the floor exercise
(9.850) and the balance beam (9.825)
against the Aggies from the iiiversity of
California, Davis, scored 37.900, which
placed her in third in the all-around competition. This time around. .almstedt
scored 9.600 in the floor IA, ise and

(:1/11relellt t

9.500 in the balain e beam.
Margie Hoeffler was the top all around
gymnast for the Gauchos with a wore of
37.800, while Joe ie Burrows was the top
scorer for Calgars with a score of 35.200.
Although in Saturday’s competition
against California State University,
Fullerton, it was :mother story.
The Titans deiiiimated the Spartans, in
Titan Gym at I Mkt ion, by winning all the
events vault eXIll Ise-, uneven bars, the
balance beam and the floor exercise.
Titan Cristi Clifford led all gymnasts in

Lire’ all around tonnipeutionr with a score of
38.7750.
Spartans Almstedt and Law, who is
ranked fourth in the Big West Coiderence,
came in second and third with score of
38.1250 at id 37.8500.
Titan teammates, Christy Lutz and Katy
Maty tied for fourth with identical scores
of 37.800.
The next (ompenlar

lhe .Sparlan.s 18

Patifir ,at Saturdal
7:

Seattle

in the Spartan (es’m at
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Spartans win
four against
Thunderbirds
Stevens has two three RBI games
By Shane Lewis
spay. Daily Staff %Oat,
All Southern Utah did this week
end in its four day tournament
against the SJSU baseball team
was allow Spartans coach
Sam Piraro to earn win
ilumber 300 and surpass it
!),a
,.octh-lng
eiin. his tenth season of

1/%111’
Pitoro RN 1k. s.s.tiohs SJSU third baseman Ryan Johnson throws to first for an out in the third inning of Saturday’s game against Southern
Utah. The Spartans went on to win the first game of the double header 6-4.

The Spartans took all loin
games in the tournament to
them a five game winning
ho, ,sting their record up to 15-11.
solidly beating Southern Utah Sunda
Ins a score of 9-0.
We got out from the get-go. We wanted
to jump on them early," Piraro said, commenting on the three runs the team
scored in the bottom of the first inning.
Left fielder Eric Stevens and first baseman Robert Berns g( t hr. Spartans on the
jog in three
sill in the first 01111,,,,
’0-0 lead. Stevens
runs, to give the
knocked in one WO Mill Berns hit in two.
Later on in the bottom of the fifth
inning, Berns and Stevens once again took
the thunder out of the Thunderbirds with
their batting. Stevens hit in two more runs
to give himself a total of three RBIs, and
right afterwards, Berns overtook him by
hitting in another two runs, bringing the
score to 7-0.
Stevens also showed the Thunderbirds
the strength of his hitting Saturday when
he pummeled them with his hitting, hitting a three run homer iii the first game of
satin day’s doubleheader. During the seeii M game he earned himself three RBIs.
.1.11i SO -sells elitist playing tremendously. He has post been a block for this ball club fen the past three weeks," Piraro said.
Bet ns, who had the team high in RBIs
for Sunday’s game, was pleased with the
team’s hit titig against Southern Utah.
"011tiisively we’re really swinging the
he said.
bat pi it
the same could not be said for Utah,
which was not able to ge-t in any runs
throughout the game. The Spartans kept
the team at bay with its consistent fielding
throughout the game.
"We made all the routine plays," said
shortstop Jeff Chandler, who explained
that the Thunderbit ils did not do the
same. "They didn’t make all the routine
plays like we did. Thus struggled making
those plays."
Chandler also said that the team’s pit( h-

ing did little to stop the Spartans from
getting their hits and that Southern
. Utah did not hit as well as it was
capable of doing.
: According to Piraro, the
Spartans early start hurt the
11441)
Thunderbirds mentally.
from which they never
really recovered.
"They came out a little
I Lit and we jumped on them,
handler said. "We wanted to
aggressive in the beginning.
We. felt if we jumped on them
early, they’d roll over."
sht (von the first game Friday between
the Its., learns 1-0, then followed that victory irs taking the doubleheader games
Saturday with scores of 6-4 and 13-3.
Southern Utah heads back home with a
dismal season record of 2-16-0.
According to Chandler, the team has
been looking for a winning streak since
the beginning of the season and intends
to keep this one.
We wanted to get on a roll," he said.
"Now, we want to keep it going."

SJSU 9, Southern Utah 0
SAU
Phelps
Abet
Walsh
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Kokaty
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Softball team off to great
start but drop last two
against I innil,i alai %mount.
and .1 shineint against
ritisrusits- in NVia

Washington State wins
championship game

10-3,
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catchDuring Friday’s game of the National Invitational Softball Tournament a wild pitch got past the
.or home plate. Despite her attempts the runner was called sate
er cau,...q) L

I herr

first Is

Its the second inning. (

nament

it

PIO)

Ins mo,,mal
Softball
,NIsl 1. the San Jose
,
solthall team lost
Oita 1.,1 Is., games which edged
the Spar tans out of the tournament
during the weekend.
The Spartans handedly defeated!
four teams to arrive into the championship bracket before’ being beaten by Northern Illinois University
and Colorado State at the Twin
in
t’annplex
Sports
Creeks
Stmnyvale.
Northern Illinois faced SJSU and
Spartan pit( her (’,orina Lilly (5-8),
Itsl, WM% ill the tourwho t One

iii in rig
Both teams held cai Ii odicr -title..
less until dies tied ri the fifth inning
with three nat.., pied e.
Northern Illinois then broke. awas
from SJSU with tour Ions in the
sixth.
Spartans center field(’rkngela
Porcelli, who %sent 2-1, had two
shot Islip. Sheila
runs, while
Vatif;oethcm, went tsr I 3 with two
runs.
The Spartans were defeated by
Colorado State, who eventually lost
the championship game against
N’ashingtem Stair, 2-4).
This is Washington State’s second
straight NIST title in two appear-

I
( olorado State pit, he r
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1996 NIST All -Tournament Team,
had one hit for three at-hats, while
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indscs knell who pin fled winPurdue
against
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ning
Uniscrsity, 4-2, and I, iiiversitv of
Oklahoma, Tulsa, 7-5. had given up
nine hits against Colorado State.
Colorado State was lead by second baseman,,Ien Buford, who went
2-3. bringing in two rims.
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Baseball
Spartans sweep
Southern Utah, 1-0. 7-4,
13-3.9-0. in weekend
series at Muni Stadium.
See story On pow t

Brennan talks
about SJSU
sports in ’96-97
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By Michael Barton
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The SJSU athletic department has been
going through some dramatic changes and
growth in the 1995-96 season. In 1996-97,
the university will take a giant step with the
move into the higher profile and more competitive Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) in the fall. Instrumental in those
changes has been Athletic Director Thomas
Brennan.
Here he answers a few questions to keep
the campus and community in touch with a
changing department:

See story on page 5

Softball
The Spartans win first
four games but drop
last two as University of
Washington claims the
Championship prize in
the National Invitational
Softball tournament.

Q: What are your main plans for the athletic department for next year?
A: That’s a very timely question. Because
what we’ve done is establish a concept called
Vision 2000. You know, we’re preparing for
entrance into the WAC, that begins next
year. In conjunction with our entrance into
a new conference, we’re looking to the
future. We’re not where we want to be, nor
where we will be, hence, the notion of
\ ision 2000.
In conjunction with that notion, we’re in
the midst of a planning an initiative, ... but
we’re going to concentrate a lot of our
efforts this semester and next so in 1996
we’re going to concentrate our efforts in
working with groups that have a real stake in
MIT program.
So we II be looking at student athletes as a
special group, students on campus as a special group and faculty and staff as a special
group.
We’ve met recently with our Spartan
Foundation board (that’s our fund raising
board) and we will also be working with
other external groups the City (of San
Jose), for example, Alumni, and we’re going
to try lo set up a teat* -MOW where, na
order for our program to be successful, we
are going to need this team. Maybe a combut
mittee a Vision 2000 committee
we’re going to need a team to be working
together to make it happen. So that’s going
to be a lot of our planning.
On more of a practical, operational level
WAC. We’re going to begin a WAC awareness program which Mike Elsey, and
Lawrence Fan will really be involved in. We
want to make sure people understand the
importance of the WAC.
And most important would be efforts
related to enhancing our external fundingraising ticket income, and those kind
of activities.

See story on page 5

Gymnastics
Spartans pick up a
189.150-186.800 win
over UCSB on Friday,
but drop one to Cal
State Fullerton, 192.075188.725 on Saturday.
See story Or Page

Men’s Gymnastics
SJSU finishes the Gold’s
Challenge meet with a
score of 212.45 and in
seventh place.
Tom Brennan speaks ...
Questions & Answers
with SJSU’s Athletic
Director. Brennan
explains the move into
the WAC and other
sports issues.
See story on page

Schedule
nit 1" 21

Baseball
Cornell at SJSU,
Today 7:00 p.m.,
Muni Stadium.
SJSU at Fresno State,
Tuesday, 7 p.m.

Q: Is the athletics department going to
lose money from the school next year, and
how is the financial outlook?
A: We don’t have our budget for next
year, but ... we anticipate a consistent level
of funding from the school. That’s realistic
and everybody is sort of satisfied with the
constant level of funding. Because we want
to grow the program and university funding
is kind of flat the key for us is to grow in
other areas. Particularly the Spartan
Foundation program has done well over
time.
For example in 1990-91, the support from

Women’s Tennis
Saint Mary’s at SJSU,
Thursday, 2 p.m.,
Spartan Courts.
Men’s Basketball
End of the year Pan
-quet, Thursday,
730 p.m.

SPARIA \ DAII
Pin I ) ItY TR. Nicnot.s
Athletic Director Tom Brennan speaks about SJSU’s entry into the Western Athletic Conference (WAC) at an interview last week.
Brennan said that all Spartan teams would benefit from WAC membership because playing big-name football and basketball teams
will increase the number of sports viewers, which will in turn bring in more revenue to be shared among all sports teams.

the Foundation and Alumni was about
$480,000 (that’s a ballpark figure) and then
1995-96 that number ’has gone to $1.4 million. That’s significant growth, that’s really
very good. It’s been the result of the annual
drive and a major gift effort.
We look at major gifts such as $10,000 or
greater. And as you look at that group
there’s anticipated growth through the year
2000.
Aciegketv amanihNt has been shining
growth, and we anticipate should show continuing growth, is what we call athletic
income: tickets and corporate sponsorship.
And one area where we’ll see some real
growth here is our share in revenue from
the conference the effect of going from
the Big West into the WAC is a significant
increase in the amount of revenue. We’ll go
from a very small share in the Big West to
about $500,000 minimum.

So it should have a positive effect for students being recruited, but I think it will have
a positive effect just for the visibility and the
image of the school.
Q: In what other ways does the higher profile of being in the WAC translate into more
money for the athletics program?
A: Well, for the athletics programs, there are
sonic direct benefits. The opportunity for
felevision generates more income tot the
league -and for SJSU. There are television
opportunities both for basketball and for
football. Another thing that the WAC is
going to do that is new and pretty exciting,
and will generate a good deal of income,
will be a play-off game. What’s going to happen here is, you’ve got 16 schools, and when
you have that many schools, you break into
two divisions (Mountain and Pacific), and at
the end of the season there will be a play-off
game. So there’s i game

game right there where the minimum revenue for that game is $1 million which is
pretty good.
The other thing the WAC does for us is it
gives us a very attractive home football
schedule. Which in the past we have not
had. It gives us five home games every year.
What I’ve found is that our association with
the W’AC had a very positive effect on our
efforts to schedule non-conference teams,
which Wilititre+ a very positive effect in terms
of revenue’: We had StanfoAliete and that
was the second largest crowd in the history
of the football program. We’ve got Cal coming this year, and my guess is that it’ll be a
sellout. We’ve got Wisconsin in ’97,
Washington State in ’98, Oregon in ’99 and
USC in 2000. So those games should draw a
crowd.
See Brennan, page 7

Q: With the move into the WAC, what are
some other changes that come, other than
monetary changes?
A: Well, the WAC for is was actually necessary to maintain the viability of our Division
IA program. So, the WAC does a lot of
things. The WAC puts us in a conference
with schools that are academically very prestigious if you go down the list. So, for SJSU
it s a good group of schools to be associated
with even better than the Big West, from
an academic perspective.
The other thing the WAC does is really
broaden our geography. And over time, that
should have a positive impact for management which will help with recruiting. Let’s
say you have a young man or young woman
living in Denver applying for a job, and
we’re in a conference with CSU and the Air
Force, and all of a sudden they think: SJSU.
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Brennan: Moving into the Western Athletic League and financing sports

From page 6
Q Do you think SJSU is going to be competitive in the WAC, and do you see a long
road ahead?
A: As we eider the WAC we need to be
ambitious, but we also need to be realistic
about change and progress over a period
of time. We’ll enter the WAC in ’96 in different shape in different sports.
The two revenue sports, that people

Classi

study most closely, ha AKA and men’s basketball, in football we’ve been on a growing curve for the past three years. Next
year is a real important year for us. We
have a very challenging schedule next
year, not just in the WAC, but overall. But
we’re hoping that in two to three years
we’ll be very highly competitive within the
WAC. So I’d put a two to three year period
as being realistic. The WAC is a very good
basketball conference, and we think that

made pr ogress
progress.

Mid

wellcontinue to Janke

Q: Are there any plans for change of staff
or program for next year?
A: As I sit here today we’re not planning
any.
Q: Do you see yourself at SJSU in five
yean?
A: It’s possible. In my business, in my job,

ed

The SPARTAN DAILY
COMPUTER TECHS - TANDEM
!rakes no cloirn for products or Software Development Support seMces adverdeed below nor Is Requires hands-on Unix & Sun
there any guarantee anplied. The work station experience. Develop
drained coltems of the Spartan tools for program developers.
Daly consist of paid advertising ErnulationConfeuration/Toolsmith and offerings are not approved or Develop debug & support new
verified by the newspaper.
emulation control scripts. Create
functional emulation configurations. Translate & write Verilog
modules. Must have Unix & ’C’
Programming experience (Verilog
JOIN NE CELTIC HOUTAGE Cu... desired)& know Sun workstations.
Erioy Narnng atout ash. Scottish, Both positions: Part-time school
and Welsh culture. Explore the year, full-time other. Top Pay!
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open Contact & get resume to Dick
to all students interested in Sillan, 924-3928. Mailbox Eng.
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and 491. leave message.
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408) 9277925.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Golden Stae Ts. a leadrg sportsv.ear
diatatuta. seeks a warehouse tearn
VOLUNTEERS
player. PoSrUon available immediately,
Pull orders
INTERVIEW SILICON VALLEY *Stock inventory
newspaper freelancer re: your *Unload trucks
evaluation of your local high Assist will-call customers
school. Direct quote plus photo *Work 20/hrs a wk in afternoon
taken. Must be at least 18 yrs dd. Monday Friday
Will recieve a copy of the Paper with 87.00 per hour
the article. Call for campus interview. Work for a company that truly
appreciates its staff. Apply in
Susan 405/737-7339.
person between 8am & 5:30pm.
Golden State Ts
2110 Zanker Road
ANNOUNCEMENTS
San Jose, CA 95131
FAST RINDRABER Raise $500 n5 At the corner of Charcot & Zanker
der:Greeks, GIOUQ6. CII:s, marketed in the back row of buildings.
individuals. Fast. easy- No financial
obligation 1-804862.1982 ed.33. PART-TIME WNTPERSON Needed
Evenings & Weekends
Salary & Tips
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Amy in person
Only $57.00 per year.
Britannia Arms- 5027 Almaden Erta.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
ABS JOBS JOBS
For info call 1.800655-3225.
Borg-Warner Protective Service
REXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only
EMPLOYMENT
8749
Unarmed security officers
DAYCARE NEEDED 24 afternoons
Prestigious client sites
per week. My home. Two children
Medical Benefits
W/ disabilities, 11 & 15 yrs.
Training/Uniforms provided
$6/hr. Call Jamie at 281-1420.
Military experience a plus
POSITION AVAILABLE in the CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTUNE
1-800-385-9419
Student Union Scheduling Office.
Or apply in person
Computer experience required.
Hours: M, T. W. Th. mornings, & 591 W.HamilloneStin Tomas Erip
Campbell. CA (408) 378.9760
Fri. afternoons. Please contact the
Student Union Director’s Office for eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
applications & inquiries.
COLLEGE STUDENT TO DO" UST
_Register for class _Roommate
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Day Caro, Spats Canp & Specialty _Race to love _Student loan _Buy
Carnp Director & Leader applications books_ FIND A JOBlet _Strike
being accepted at the Central up a conversation with that nice
YMCA. Applicants must be ener- looking person I met at registration.
We can’t help you with everygetic, enjoy working outdoors.
have previous experience working thing but we may be able to help
with youth & have the ability to you with a job.
Would you like a position that
lead a variety of camp activities.
For an application or more info, will compliment your class schedule?
Positions available thinatzpout San
contact the YMCA at 298-1717 or
stop by 1717 The Alameda, San Jose. Jose. Sala aass, Fremont & Milptas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
ARTS & CRAFTS people could use
Apply fy*F 8am-5prn.
some help. Steady work. Some
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
weekends required Ed -984-4020.
caner Scott/San Tomas.
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1 FT/PT Scnodicee childcare (6+ ECE)
year customer service experience. preferred. MI, 2-6 flex. Looking
& desire to serve people. Polite, for fun creative people who are
well groomed, and professional willing to make a difference.
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr. Summer opportunity also avail+ tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747. able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
GENERAL HELP. Small thrift store at 40E83701877.
close to SJSU. FT/PT. flexible
hours. $5-$7/hr. Bob 2933763. DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing comIMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth pany, Southwestern, is looking to
Sports Instructor, Lifeguards. select 8-10 students from SJSU
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards, to work in our summer program.
Swim Insarttas, Camp Counselors, Average profit from summer work:
and Sports Camp Instructors. $5,766. For interview information
Accepting applications at the call (408)241-9903.
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
Santa Teresa Bled. San Jose, CA. INTERESTED IN INCOME that
wait take time away? Dstribution
1-8004849872 ext. 4054.
CAR PREP / DRIVER
You will keep all cars shipshape,
washing, vacuuming, checking
fluids & driving. Positions are now
available at our Sunnyvale and
Mountain Vow locations. We offer
flexible schedules in a fast paced.
friendly environment. Candidates
must be at least 18 years of age
with college credits & possess a
good driving record. Please apply
in person with D.M.V. printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
680W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale. CA 94087.1211
(408) 7300900
OR
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
1415-A W. El Camino Real
Mountain Mew, CA 94040-2405
(415)967-6800

CAMPUS CLUBS

our basketball team here has got srmor
potential to be very competitive. Coach
Stan Morrison has already told me that
because of the fact we’re in the WAC, he’s
seeing an improvement in the kind of student athlete he’s been talking to.
Our ambition for all of our programs,
and we think it’s realistic with Vision 2000,
is to be highly competitive - championship-level in all of our sports. It won’t be
easy, but we’ve got to think that we’ve

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time, am/pr shifts, flex hours.
Aso. ASSISTANT DISPATCH position.
P/T Mon-Fri, 12pm.5pm. Starts
at $8.00/hr. Serving Downtown
San Jose. Inner City Express.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
Apply in person- 7:30am-60m.

KITCHEN Cleanup helper needed
T Th/6 308an. F/12:30-2pm Lv.
name & pn 5 ea 29273)3. Elizabeth.

TEACHER: Selma Aft., School
Program, F/T. Paid medical.
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
units required. Resume to:
Frederick Ferrer, 0 Gardner
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR Children’s Center. 611 Willis Ave.
ft & PT positions avail in busy San Jose, CA. 95125. E0E.
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
available. Rex hrs. $7/hr to start. TAMIL ABROAD AND WOW Make
Apply in person. 1314 So. Mary up to 825-$45/hr. teaching basic
Ave. Sunnyvale.
conversational English in Japan
Taiwan. or S. Korea. No teaching
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN background or Asian languages
and rewarding job? Become a required. For information call:
teacher or a subsitute for our 1-206-971-3570 ext. 160412.
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
students. Most teacher positions for egg donation. Desperate
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute Asian couples need your help
positions are perfect for those to conceive. Can you help?
who have only one or two after- Ages 21.30. healthy and
noons available. Units in ECE. responsible. Generous stipend
Rec. Psy. Soc. or Ed are required. and expenses paid. Please call
Please call Small World Schools WWFC 1-510.820-9495.
at 408.379-3200 ext. 21.
EARN EXTRA CASH
ATTENTION: ACTIVIST ORIENTED
up to $i.20/week(
students. Help the Calif. Nurses
Become a Sperm Donor.
Assoc. get the 1996 Patient
Heathy males. 1934 years old.
Protection Act on the Nov. ballot & Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
work to guarantee access to safe.
Contact California Cryobank
affordable health care for all.
415-324-1900, M-F. 8.5pm.
Flexible part-time positions
avail, on campus with evening & NATIONAL PARKS HIRING -Positions
weekend shifts offered. Salary
are now available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
potential of $600 or more.
You must be at least 18 years of Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
1-206-971-362086, N60412.
age & a registered voter in the
State of California.
Call Warren Mar a 408-243-3391.
111750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Hiring NOW, campaign ends Aprl 21. mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
ADAIR ASSY, PART-TIME, Res
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp $ CRUSE StIPS MIEN Students
& friendly individual with excellent needed! $$$+Free Travel (Europe.
verbal communication and typing Caribbean, Hawaii) Seasonal /
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail Permanent. No exper. necessary.
oriented. Computer experience Guide. 919-929-4398 ext. C1131.
helpful. Will train. $9.00- $12.00
per hour to start. Fax resume AIASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Students Needed! Fishing Industo 408/9930759. attn: John.
try. Earn up to $3,000-$6.000+
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS per month. Room and Board!
at Oakridge Mall. Part-time, late Transportation! Male or Female.
afternoons, evenings, and week- No experience necessary. Call
ends. Flex hours. Call George 1-206-971.3510 ext A60413.
229-2008.
540,000/YR INCOME
ACTIVIST Prevent Cancer Fight potential. Home Typists/PC
corporate pollution! Motivated & users. Toll Free 1-800-898articulate? Silicon Valley Toxics 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
Coalition. Equal opportunity emp.
advancement. PT, eve. 288.7882,
1-4pm.
REAL ESTATE
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries,
408-9961437.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. school-age recreation prog..
P/T from 2.6pm. M-F during the
school year, turns into F/T (or P/1")
during sum, camp prog. Xint. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 3548700x23. (Not aral.
school year? Call for summer em
ploymentlifeguardkcampleaders).
DAYCARE NEEDED 2-3 afternoons
per week. My home. Two children
w/ disabilities, 11 & 15 yrs.
$6/hr. Call Jamie at 281-1420.
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourry, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
408-494-0200
Campbell
408.364-2700
Office positions also available.

GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1.800898-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

WANTED

FOR RENT

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 2 DORM APARTMENT $800/510.
accepting students who wish to
Security type building
excel in playing guitar or bass. All Secure Parking
levels welcome: Beginning.
Close In
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn Modem Building
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk. V. iLlalaungderYARprm
s. 576 S. 5th St.
Cali Bill at 408-298-6124.
(408) 295-6893.
CRIME FREVENTION INFORMATION
1-900-822-COPS
Personal Safety
Horne security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70 - min. (9.rnin max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Phi* 4086835723.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is Just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly. caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 525.0505...ask kw Model.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Daney- 415.267-7267.
WRRING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters. application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 5104014554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
C OC HRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Writers.
Reasonable Rates.
Call 356-6782.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Divers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPEClAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGAT1ONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving,, wax g, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nentty remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest - Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6.31.96.
Hair Today Gone TOMOrTOW, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. *17. Campbell.
OM 379-3500,

F
.OR
NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad hem. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuation & spaces between words
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S35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2236 for details.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed H the Immediate
ase. RP-time/pert-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Payl
Too many benefits to list!
Day, Swing Greve Shifts. F/T & P/T.
Call or arpir h presort kron-Sun 7-7.
408-286-5880.55W Mattien Ale.
brwn. San Cabs ErdPelencor,
toted te Cad and Party 9cre.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Ono
Two Throe
Days
04T
015911
3 linos
$1
$5
4 rinse
$6
$4
5 lbws
$7
la
6 lases
$10
$S
$1 for each additional line.

$9
$10
$11

$12

Pour

Flue

Days

Days

$11
$12
$13
$14

$13
$14
$15
$16

Please check /
one classification:

address

tiv5Siul.

7ie code

*Nine
Send check co money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds

Aft.. the fifth day, Ms Increases by $1 per day. Son Joao State Unlvorsitl
San Joao. Ca 051924141
Furs! line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Classified desk is faceted in Dwight Bente Hall Room 209
MI Deadline 10 (() a m two weekdays before publication
IN All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
in Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTION"? CALL (408) 924-3277

_Greer Messages*
_EveritS*
_Announcements*
_Lost and Found"
_Volunteers*
_For Sale*
_Autos For See*
_Computers Etc
_Wanted*
_Errpoyment
_Oppartunites

;
_Real Estate
_Seneces*
_Health/Beauty*
_Sports/Thrills*
_Insurance
_Entertainment*
_Travel
_Tutoring,
_Word Process,..
_Sehelarshos

available for these classifications.S5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**1..Coat & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a Service to the Campus Community

Special student rates

CALL MARCIA 2649448
Word Processing Service i a,
Er:Pune/Format Specialist ’01
Term papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Tireblan MLA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Nurstng/Soc.Work/Engirsh/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
Resumes. Term Papers
Screenplays, APA,
Dictaphone.
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie 445-0707
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professore’ Word processing!
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters.
ManuSCnptS. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. As formats. specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. Au i work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable and prompt
Service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Cali PAM 247.2681 rElarn-8Tin).

84 PONTIAC FIERO SE. Fully
loaded. It has 23k miles on new
engine. $3500 dad 408/258-2002.

INSURANCE

Nan,

WORD PROCESSING

SHARED HOUSING WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
WEST SJ. AREA ROOM FOR RENT group projects, etc. Free spelling
2 bdrm, condo, pool. Jacuzzi. and grammar check. Typewriter
available or filling in forms. Do you
$375 + 1/2 utirties. 241-8269.
tape interviews of people for
ROOM FOR RENT VICTORIAN reports or later reference? If so.
$295/mo. + utilities. Call Afu I will transcribe your tapes.
358-9262.2 blocks from school. FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
schedule permits. Call Anna at Theses, term papers. group
F(112 SAl F
projects. resumes, mini ormoro
972-4992 from 8am to 7pm.
cassette transcriptio-i All formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
THE PERFECT PAPER
CAR STEREO, equalizer, amplifier,
’Resumes
CD changer &speakers Good cond.
dependable, Quick return,
Almaden/Branham area. Call
*Research Papers
408/947-0950 or pgr. 534-9280.
’Manuscripts, etc.
Linda 408-264-4504.
Worked with SJSU Students &
COMPUTERS ETC. Faculty for over 15 years. Quick NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
TanarCuid. 10 minutes from SJSU.
’Resumes .Tern Papers
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
’Letters ’Tape Transcriptions
FOR SALE
from 8am-6pm 6114081937-0373,
20 years experience.
ROMANUFACTURED
Low Rates!
PROOFREADING EDMNG
408/297-3341,
Hewlett-Packet Corneae Products.
& Word Processing.
90 Day Warranty
Get your papers eartea before
Vectra 486, various models
they are graded: A polished
Lasedet II and III, all models
’RAVEL
paper improves grades.
OfficeJet and OfficeJet LX
Free pickup and delivery.
Fax 900 and 950
EUROPE $249.
18 years business experience.
Be a ate flexible and save 848.
Call for pricing
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
Wel help you oea the airline prices
(800) 887.9654
(408) 241.0513
MasterCard/Visa
Destinations worldwide.
AIRIIITCHO 8008349192
airnitcnOrietcom.com
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
SS WE PAY TOP CASH SS
’For Old/Used Computer
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
Memory & CPU’s.
spell check and storage. APA. State Hayward’s Bangkok Sum’We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Turabian and other formats. mer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
Resumes, editing, graphics Tour. under $3.500. Academic
1-800-808-8356.
and other services available. credit. June 17 to August 6.
Mastersons Word Processing, Info: Julie Clark. 510-885-3538.
Call Paul orVirginia 408.251-0449.
AUTOS FOR SALE

TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electroysis is the answer!!
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
SCHOLARSHIPS
I remove hair from any where
live-in companion. Call after 4pm.
on your body, from facial hair to
$1.000 SlUDINT SCHOURSHIPSI bikini area. Call for appointment.
370-3604.
81.000 scholarships and various Camelias Electrolysis Place,
awards sponsored by Packaging
1190 Lincoln. San Jose. 9939093,
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
eligibility. Scholarships available for All Students Receive 20% Discount.
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
Certain advertisements In
receive 5 or more job offers.
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
these columns may refer the
Starting salaries from $30k+.
reader to specific telephone
Unwanted hair removed forever
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Specialist. Confidential.
numbers or addr
for
Your own probe or disposable
Marcondes, Packaging Program
additional Information
Coordinator
at
408/924-3210,
should
be
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
Classified readers
IS 207 or CCB 200.
247-7486,
rerrdnded that, when nuidng
these further contacts, they
FREE MONEY FOr Your Eduoadonl
should require complete
Apply for your share in millions of
Information before sending
SPORTS/THRILLS
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
money for goods or services.
Scholarship Resource Services,
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
In addition, readers should
There is nothing compared to
408-261-8676.
carefully Investigate al firms
the exhilaration experienced by
offering employment listings
skydiving( Tandem. Accelerated
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
acoupone for discount
Peefall, Turbine Aircraft.
We can help. Private money.
wocations or merchandise.
SJSU student owned & operated.
No pay back. For details. call
510-632-01335 or 510-471-8667.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510-634-7575,

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

MARKET1NCl/ENVIRONMDRAL
We need 3 individuals willing to
work hard for above average
income. Bilingual a plus. Part-time,
Full-time. 408-988-1760.

from time to unit’ people call you and talk
to you about other options or opportunities, that does happen. I’m really
impressed by our new President, Caret,
and have developed a very positive relationship with him. I think he’s a strong
supporter of athletics and I work well with
him, and that’s a very important relationship. You can never guarantee anything,
but I enjoy working here, and I like the
people I work with.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the next issue.
ACROSS
1 College housing
6 Dough raiser
11 Ref’s
counterpart
14 Flooded
15 Muslim deity
16 Musical note
17 Entertainer
Midler
18 Large mammal
19 Uproar
20 African lily
22 Stormed
24 British greeting
28 Some engines
30 Tinted again
31 Red Sea
peninsula
32 Keen
33 Lucky
37 - Mane Saint
38 Greek
philosopher
39 Very long time
40 Fringe
43 Charred
45 Weeps
46 Light sword
47 Tribulations
50 Plant -growing
area
51 Specter
52 Barnyard
sound
53 Baseball’s
Gehng
54 Nasal tone
57 Escape
62 Bradley and
McMahon
63 Spear
64 Violinist’s
need
65 Female
sandpiper
66 Chemical
compound
67 Shell out
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Apply gently
Be obligated
Dock _dweller
Denver firs
Moira

6B7iter
7 Writer
W
Wiese’
8 Climber’s
challenge
9 Tree fluid
10 Walden
es
Pond
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11 Custom
1 2 Shape (clay)
13 Trudges
21 Top
23 A
24
Inch
-h aalpopnlge
25 - -ho’
26 Author - Allan
Poe
27 Needle’s hole
28 Smudged
29 Involved with

Shoots up
Runs away
Eagle’s nest
Laser printer
need
36 Admission
Singer
ereCollins
4381 she
31
33
34
35

42 Gab
43 Sideshow
talkers
44 - and downs
46 Do a marathon
47 Leerer
48 Provrdence. Island
49 Extinguish
50 African river
52 A single time
55 "How Green My Valley"
56 Crawling Insect
58 Shear
59 Exploit
60 Loud noise
61 Complete
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Taiwanese flee two islets;
China to begin exercises

ELECTION ’96
Poll says Powell would be a plus
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Making retired
General Cohn Powell his running mate would
improve Sen. Bob Dole’s presidential chances in
California significantly, even among Democrats,
according to a poll released today.
Not so with Gov. Pete Wilson, the nominal
head of the Republican senator’s campaign in
California.
The Field Poll found that 45 percent of
California voters said they would be more
inclined to vote for the GOP ticket if Powell was
the vice presidential nominee. Forty-two percent
said they would be less inclined to vote
Republican if Wilson secured the second spot.
The poll found that 36 percent of Democrats
and 46 percent of independent voters would
also be more likely to vote Republican if Powell
were added.
At the same time, almost as many Republicans
would be less inclined to vote for Wilson as those
favoring him on the ticket, with his candidacy
poorly received by Democrats and independents
alike.
"This shows Powell’s great political star quality," pollster Mervin Field said. "His popularity is
phenomenal, especially since most voters know
so little about him. And Wilson is unpopular in
California because he alienated people by breaking his promise not to run for president. He’s
lost whatever luster he had."
The survey was conducted February 21-25
among 825 registered voters in California and
has a margin of error of 3.5 percentage points.

Details
Percentage of California voters that said they would be
more inclined to vote for the
GOP ticket if retired General
Colin Powell was the vice
presidential candidate:
45%
Percentage that said they
would be less inclined to vote
for the ticket if it induded
state governor Pete Wilson:
42%

The classmate. a I3-year-old who
had moved to Potter Valley from
San Jose just two weeks earlier, WAS
picked up in East Palo Alto
Thursday night. He told authorities that Raina was alive when he
last saw her along the river.
The uncle, a 28-year-old suspected drug dealer named Arnaldo
Manzo, has not been found and
family members believe Raina is
still with him. A $500,000 warrant
has been issued for his arrest.
ground
Sunday,
All
day
searchers and divers combed the
Eel River Canyon. FBI divers took
over for local scuba crews who
Mendocino
exhausted,
were
County Sheriffs Lt. Ron Parker
said. In addition, tracking dogs,
specially-equipped airplanes and
helicopters helped out.

Post office faces electronic competition

TAIPEI,
Taiwan
(AP)
Squeezing onto a crowded ship,
more than half the population of
two Taiwanese islets fled their
homes Sunday, one day before
China launches a new round of
menacing war games just 11 miles
away.
Some 300 people evacuated the
tiny Chu Islands, near China’s
coast, but about 100 people were
left behind because there was no
room on the boat, Taiwanese news
reports said. Another hundred
chose to stay, officials said.
Determined to quell independence sentiment in the week
before Taiwan’s first direct presidential elections, Beijing is to
begin a new round of military
exercises in the Taiwan Straits on
Monday, just as another round

a fe

The pelts of seals younger than
two weeks are worth about $28
each, far more than the coarser
adult pelts. So the government
claimed that this year’s hunt would
be more profitable and cut subsidies to an average of $222,000 per
boat from $350,000 last year.

Paid volunteers wanted immediately for NASA
sponsored study using Mac computers to search a
space life science daralinia.se. Should be a computer
novice. If interested call Ted (for Professor Holley):
(408) 924-4853.

-
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Higher Education Committee to
investigate the allegations.
In one example, confidential
records show that Regent Leo
Kolligian of Fresno, four months
before he voted to end racial preferences lastfuly, pressured UCLA
officials to overturn the rejection
of a white daughter of a Fresno
developer.
School administrators described
the girl’s academic record as
"poor." But Kolligian argued she
should be admitted because she
came from an "underrepresented
area" of the state.
The Times also reported that
confidential
records
show
Hayden’s office made one request
in 1986 for a student who was
attempting to transfer to the
UCLA medical school but it was
undetermined if the request was
successful.
Hayden said Saturday he did
not recall anything about the case.
Gov. Pete Wilson, who sits on
the Board of Regents, also made
two casual requests but neither
applicant was admitted to UCLA.

.1

Rring-f3reAk 13.101111
Great. prizes

"I believe that most of UCLA’s
responses to requests for special
attention from regents, elected
officials and other prominent individuals have been proper." he said.
"However, the L.A. Times has
brought to light some isolated
instances over the past 15 years
where UCLA staff may have acted
improperly. I have directed those
responsible for the processes
involved to ensure that this does
not happen in the future."
Some lawmakers said a closer
look was needed.
"I think there’s a hypocrisy
problem that needs to be looked
at," said Sen. Tom Hayden, DSanta Monica, whose district
includes UCLA.
Hayden said he will convene a
hearing next month of his Select
Committee on Higher Education
to investigate whether "this corrupting practice of favoritism is a
widespread pattern in admissions
policy in general."
Assemblywoman
Marguerite
Archie-Hudson. D-Los Angeles,
said she will ask the Assembly

LOS ANGELES (AP) In an
of
University
about-face,
California,
Los
Angeles,
Chancellor Charles E. Young said
his staff may have shown preferences to applicants sponsored by
UC regents and other public figures.
Young responded Saturday to
reports that UC regents who voted
to end affirmative action admission policies have used their influence on behalf of admissions for
their own favored candidates.
State lawmakers, meanwhile,
called for hearings on favoritism
issues reported last week by the
Sacramento Bee and the Los
Angeles Times.
Young said Friday that private
political pressure may have gotten
some students special housing and
parking privileges, but not admission to UCLA.
On Saturday he clarified his
answer.

electronically rather than through the mail and
Citibank and other financial institutions are encouraging people to bank electronically.
The post office recently began restructuring its
mail classes and will changing other services, including parcel and expedited delivery services, Runyon
said.
"We need to bring in an extra $1 billion each year
through new products and better services," he said.
The agency is testing phone card sales, improving
its offices and developing new parcel services.
Ti) compete with private firms, Runyon said, the
post office needs more flexibility in setting prices and
services. Under current rules, it can take nearly a year
to change rates, during which time competitors get to
testify before a review panel.
"We must have the freedom to run the Postal
Service like a business," Runyon told the subcommittee, asking that restrictions be eased.

try’s biggest industries alter oil.
Norway lifted a seven-year ban
last December on the hotly
protested commercial killing of
baby seals. The harvesting of adult
seals never was banned. The country set quotas of up to 17,050 pups
and nearly 13,000 adults.

Saturday
is growing less
inclined to reunite Taiwan’s government with the Chinese mainland. Lee’s ruling Nationalists
party fled the mainland after losing a civil war to the Communists
in 1949.
The pre-election maneuvers
started two weeks ago, with a
round of ballistic missile tests that
ended Friday. The four missiles
fired were believed to have carried
dummy war-heads.
War games planned for this
week are to last until after the vote,
and China shows no signs of letting up; official reports Sunday say
the Beijing government thinks the
intimidation is working.
"People on the island realize
even more that Lee Teng-hui himself created the tensions in the
Taiwan Straits," the Xinhua News
Agency said.
Still, Lee’s lead in opinion polls
has changed little since the start of
the crisis, and some opposition
supporters are even expected to
vote for him.

An about-face on preferences

Norwegian hunters to include seal pups
(AP)
Norway
OSLO,
Norway’s commercial seal hunt,
including pups for the first time in
seven years, will begin as planned
hunters
because
week
this
changed their minds about dropping the controversial kills.
Three weeks ago. the sealers
said they were canceling the hunt
because cuts in government subsidies would make it unprofitable.
But on Wednesday, four of the five
Norwegian hunting boats were
preparing to start the season on
March 22.
it appears that the cancellation
was a negotiating tactic," said
Halyard P. lohansen of the
Norwegian Fisheries Ministry.
Norway subsidizes the hunt to
control seal populations. It claims
that too many seals, which eat cod,
could severely deplete fish stocks,
the foundation of one of the coun-

ends.
Chinese troops used live ammunition for war games that started
last week and are set to end
Tuesday, but it has not said
whether the new maneuvers will
follow suit.
Still. Taiwanese military officials
say China may take advantage of
Monday’s high tide to practice
beach landings on Pingtan Island,
near the Chu Islands, Taiwan’s
China Times reported Sunday.
For many Chu residents, it was
too risky to stay.
"The exercises are so close ...
and everyone feels uneasy," an
unidentified Chu resident told
television station TVBS after he
evacuated to nearby Matsu Island.
The evacuation came a day after
China denied U.S. claims it had
promised not to invade Taiwan,
which it regards as a renegade
province to be reclaimed by force
if necessary.
Beijing claims that Taiwan’s
President Lee Teng-hui sure to
win another term in voting

by UCLA chancellor

after she and a girlfriend were
walking to a friend’s house from
school. A classmate and his uncle
offered them a ride, according to
the friend, took them to the Eel
River Bridge, drugged them and
raped them, the friend later told
police.
Raina’s 13-year-old girlfriend was
found partially clothed and staggering down Main Street in a druginduced stupor several hours later.
She told investigators she was driven back to Potter Valley and let
go. but Raina was not.
Investigators later found Raina’s
clothing and backpack along the
Eel River, near the Cape Horn
dam. She was last seen there
around 9 p.m. Wednesday, nude
and drugged in a well-known party
spot.

Electronic communicaWASHINGTON (AP)
tion could cost the post office a quarter of its business, Postmaster General Marvin Runyon said
Wednesday.
"A whole new breed of competition is growing,"
Runyon told the House Government Reform postal
subcommittee. "Banks, software and phone services,
even utility companies are wooing new customers
with anti-mail offers."
While the post office reported a record $1.8 billion
profit last year. Runyon noted that mail volume
declined slightly in the first quarter of this year.
"Our decreasing volume is a matter of deep concern," he said. "The revolution in electronic commerce and information technology has put onefourth of our mail volume and revenue at risk to
electronic diversion."
Runyon said the giant discounter Wal-Mart
requires companies to send invoices and statements

Three hundred
leave islands
near war games

Favoritism acknowledged

Reservoir drained, but girl still missing
POTTER VALLEY, Calif. (AP)
Law enforcement authorities
lowered a Mendocino County
reservoir as low as possible on
Sunday in their ongoing search for
the I4-year-old girl believed
drugged, raped and kidnapped by
a classmate and his uncle. But they
still found no sign of a body.
That, according to relatives, was
a good sign and good reason to
keep pushing ahead with the feverish search for the teen-ager missing from this small farming community northeast of Ukiah.
"I know that she’s still alive and
we can find her," Raina Shirley’s
grandfather, Ed Nickerman, said
Sunday. "We’re going to do anything and eierything possible to
find that kid."
Raina disappeared Wednesday
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h 20, 1996 Time: 10 a.m-2:00 p.m. Where: 7th St. near Event Ciiip
: Oakland A’s Si Sabercats Si Giants, Santa Cruz Boardwalk, Sorrentos, Ben
niunction %41eti t
Hosted.* the Prevention Education Program (PEP) Center

PliP-Centor
Administration Build,
(408)924-59
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We’ve linked complete course information from the SJSU Catalog into
our schedule on the World Wide Web at Mtn:, /conted.sjsu.edu
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